
How to Submit Questions?

• Click the speech chat icon <>
• Type & submit your questions 

at anytime
• We’ll take time to answer 

them at the end of each 
section
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Presentation Notes
During this presentation, please submit your questions in the chat. If we don’t get to all the questions before we break for lunch, we can continue to answer some during the break, or we’ll send an email after this workshop answering everything we didn’t get to.
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US EPA Office of Research and Development

18th Annual EPA Drinking Water Workshop



Disclaimer
This presentation has been subjected to the Agency’s peer and administrative review and 
has been approved for publication. The views expressed in this presentation are those of 
the individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the US EPA. 
Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or 
recommendation for use
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EPANET Presenters (1)
TERRA HAXTON has a B.S. in civil engineering from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and 
M.S. and Ph.D. in environmental engineering from Vanderbilt University. Since joining EPA in 
2007, Terra's research has focused on modeling the fate and transport of contaminants in 
drinking water distribution systems. Past research areas have included using modeling tools to 
help detect contamination, identify the source of contamination, determine grab sample 
locations to outline contaminated areas, and evaluate flushing strategies for contamination 
incidents. Her current research area is developing and applying modeling and simulation tools 
to assess the resilience of drinking water systems to disasters (e.g., earthquakes, power 
outages, pipe breaks, loss of source water).

FENG SHANG received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in environmental engineering from 
Tsinghua University in China. Feng completed his PhD at the University of Cincinnati in the 
Environmental Engineering program. After getting his PhD degree, Feng worked briefly as a 
postdoc for the EPA, during which time he wrote the initial code for the multiple species 
extension (MSX) to EPANET. Feng joined the engineering software company Innovyze in 2008 
and worked there as a principal software engineer until 2019. Feng joined EPA’s Water 
Infrastructure Division as an environmental engineer in April 2019. His focus at EPA is on 
researching hydraulic and water quality issues in water infrastructure systems. 4



EPANET Presenters (2)
ROBERT JANKE earned his bachelor’s degree in Chemistry and a master’s degree in Health 
Physics from the University of Cincinnati. Rob joined U.S. EPA in 2003. Prior to joining EPA, Rob 
spent 12 years with the Department of Energy overseeing a large-scale remediation while 
focused on developing real-time radiological survey instrumentation and procedures. Rob’s 
research at EPA has focused on understanding and dealing with contaminant threats to 
drinking water distribution systems (TEVA-SPOT) and developing the tools for real-time 
modeling. Rob helped coordinate the establishment of the EPANET-RTX open-source project 
that helped lead to the community open-source software project for EPANET. 

JONATHAN BURKHARDT earned his Ph.D., master’s and bachelor’s degrees in Chemical 
Engineering from the University of Cincinnati. Jon joined U.S. EPA in 2013 as an ORISE 
postdoctoral fellow, and more permanently in 2015. Jon’s research at EPA has focused on 
modeling contaminant fate and transport in water distribution systems and more recently in 
premise plumbing systems. Jon has supported EPANET, EPANET-MSX, WNTR and PPMtools 
development to support research related to these systems. Jon also leads research efforts 
associated with understanding water treatment with granular activated carbon. 
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EPANET Presenters (3) 
BEN BURKHART received his bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University 
of Cincinnati. Ben joined the EPA in 2020 as an ORAU contractor. Prior to joining the EPA, Ben 
spent his last 3 co-ops at Wayne Water Systems designing and testing residential water pumps. 
Ben’s research at the EPA has focused on water age and EPANET. Ben provides technical 
support for EPANET, including responding to users' questions and producing presentations and 
papers to help EPANET to be easier to learn and use.
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Summary

• This workshop on EPANET will be structured as two parts. Part 1 will 
provide an overview and introduction to EPANET. Part 2 will consist of 
presenting and discussing four example EPANET applications that 
participants can follow to get familiar with and use EPANET. The four 
applications will be in the form of exercises and will include (1) building an 
EPANET model, (2) performing a hydraulic simulation using demand 
dependent and pressure dependent demands, (3) performing a water age 
analysis, and (4) performing a water quality, chlorine analysis.
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Outline for Workshop

• Overview & introduction to EPANET
• Details on hydraulics & water quality
• EPANET Applications

• Model Building
• Hydraulic Modeling
• Water Age Modeling
• Chlorine Modeling

• Application sections:
• Lecture
• Demonstration
• DIY Exercise
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Presentation Notes
Here is the outline for our webinar today! First, we will provide a brief introduction to EPANET, then Feng Shang will introduce some example applications that you can investigate using EPANET and your network model. I first want to highlight our latest release of EPANET, version 2.2.0. This latest release was made possible by our continued collaboration with the open-source community at OpenWaterAnalytics (OWA).



Overview & Introduction 
to EPANET

Terra Haxton & Feng Shang



What is EPANET?

• What is EPANET?
• Not an acronym or initialism!
• Computer program

• Graphical user interface (GUI)
• Microsoft Window Compatible

• Command line & toolkit versions

• Used to model and analyze a water
distribution system network
• Input:

• pipe network layout
• Outputs:

• hydraulics (e.g., pipe flows and pressures) 
• water quality (e.g., disinfectant concentrations and water age)

EPANET is open-source software that is free for 
anyone to use!
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Presentation Notes
What is EPANET? The name “EPANET” is not an acronym nor an initialism, and we prefer the all-caps designation. EPANET is a Microsoft Windows-based computer program. It is a desktop or laptop application. EPA provides three versions EPANET: (1) GUI, (2) DOS command line, and (3) programmable toolkit version for those that want to build custom software applications.EPANET is used for modeling and analyzing a water distribution system. EPANET takes as input a water distribution system model, i.e., pipe layout, and outputs hydraulic and water quality parameters on the state of the water distribution system.EPANET is open-source software that is free to use! Today’s talk is focused on the Graphical User Interface version shown here.



Knowledge Check 1

What does EPANET stand for?
A. Environmental Protection Agency Network
B. It’s not an acronym
C. Environmental Protection Agency National Emission Trends
D. Energy Partnership Agreement National Employee Training
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Presentation Notes
What does EPANET stand for?Environmental Protection Agency NetworkIt’s not an acronymCorrect: EPANET is the name of the software and not an acronymEnvironmental Protection Agency National Emission TrendsEnergy Partnership Agreement National Employee Training



Drinking Water System

• Major components:
• Source water
• Treatment
• Storage
• Transmissions, Distribution, 

and Pumping Facilities

Four 
Components

4. Transmission,
Distribution &
Pumping Facilities

1. Source
2. Treatment
3. Storage
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Presentation Notes
Let’s first consider what a typical water system is composed of. Here is a schematic of a typical water system, which includes facilities to transport the water from its source to treatment to customer distribution. EPANET models are generally constructed to represent the distribution system, e.g., from treatment to distribution and customer meter.




Four Components

4. Transmission,

    Distribution &

    Pumping Facilities

1. Source

2. Treatment

3. Storage



June 16, 2000

*

The four major components of most water systems are:

Source;

Treatment;

Storage; and

Distribution, transmission and pumping facilities.

These components are shown graphically above. 

It is important to note that not all water systems treat their source water prior to distribution.  Later in this module, we describe the variations among water systems in greater detail, focusing on the components of a typical water system.  











Terms & Definitions (1)
• Water distribution system (WDS)

• Collection of pipes, tanks, pumps, valve control systems, and other components 
that work together to move water from a water source or treatment plan to 
individual users or customers’ taps

• Network model (text file with .inp extension or binary file with .net)
• Water distribution system representation!
• Pipe network layout (infrastructure map) including tanks, pumps, valve control 

systems, and other components needed to describe a water distribution system
• Hydraulic model

• Network model simulated in EPANET for hydraulics
• Water quality model

• Network model simulated in EPANET for water quality
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Presentation Notes
To get started and acquainted with EPANET, let’s first go over some terms and definitions that are important to EPANET. *READ SLIDE*Like in an actual water distribution system – Water enters from a reservoir or well and then customer water demands drive the movement of water through the distribution system.



Terms & Definitions (2)

• Steady state simulation
• Network analyzed as a snap-shot in time, time zero in EPANET

• Extended period simulation
• Network analyzed over time

• Water distribution system modeling is a process to help understand:
• How a water distribution system is designed and how designs can be improved 
• How a water distribution system is operating and how operations can be improved

• Water distribution system modeling is a mathematical process
• Formulas are used to convert a physical (infrastructure) model into a form able to 

calculate hydraulics and chemical properties of water quality to represent or model 
the behavior of a water system
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Presentation Notes
There are two types of simulations that can be performed with EPANET. That is, a steady state simulation and an EXTENDED PERIOD simulation. We will talk more about these later. But first, recognize that water distribution system modeling using EPANET is a process for gaining an understanding. That is, a process for understanding how a water distribution system is operating or should be operating or could be designed.Water distribution system modeling is a mathematical process. Connecting a physical pipe infrastructure model with the mathematical equations of hydraulics and the chemical properties of water quality through modeling and simulation in EPANET is an empirical process.



Why develop a model?

• Planning
• Capital improvements
• Water usage and conservation
• Replacement and upgrade program

• Design
• Facility sizing
• Fire flow analysis

• Operations
• Training
• Hydraulic and water quality concerns
• Emergencies Network model
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Presentation Notes
Central to using EPANET or performing water distribution system modeling is the need for a MODEL. Also, known as an infrastructure model or network model. The motivation for developing a model may be for performing planning exercises, e.g., capital improvements, better understand water usage and conservation needs, or how best to implement a pipe or tank replacement project. The motivation may be for performing some needed design or it may be for better understanding operations or how best to solve a particular operational problem. Water systems are complex operations involving often many thousands of connected components that must work together to efficiently and reliably deliver high quality potable water to its customers. Understanding the myriad of processes and operations involved in the complex operations of water distribution system conveyance requires data and information and most notably a network model. 



EPANET Modeling Types
• Hydraulic modeling

• Evaluate operations 
• Current conditions
• Test impact of changes to 

pumps, tanks, and valves 
• Design new water distribution 

systems or upgrade existing 
systems

• Quality modeling
• Water age and disinfectant 

management
• Contaminant transport, 

exposure, and risk analyses

Hydraulic & water quality (chlorine) 
modeling for Example Net 1
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Presentation Notes
Just to reiterate, EPANET is a software program that allows the user to easily perform hydraulic and water quality modeling. Hydraulic modeling determines the hydraulic states of the system, e.g., the flows, pressures, and tank levels of the system. Water quality modeling determines the chemical state or water quality of the system, e.g., water age, disinfectant levels, and contaminant levels.



History of EPANET

• EPANET was developed by Lewis A. Rossman (retired 
March 2014) working for U.S. EPA in the early 1990’s

• First non-beta release of EPANET was in 2000, version 
2.00.00

• U.S. EPA’s last release of version 2.00 was in 2008 with 
2.00.12

• Maintenance and advancement of EPANET is now 
through community collaboration at 
https://github.com/OpenWaterAnalytics/EPANET

U.S. EPA’s latest release is version 2.2.0
17
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Presentation Notes
EPANET was developed by Lew Rossman. The first, non-beta release of EPANET was in 2000, it was version 2.00.00. EPA’s latest release of version 2.00 was in 2008 with version 2.00.12. While working for EPA, this was Lew Rossman’s last official EPA release of EPANET. Maintenance and advancement of EPANET is now being performed through the community collaboration at OpenWaterAnalytics. While Lew retired in 2014, Lew continues to support EPANET at OpenWaterAnalytics.EPA’s latest release of EPANET (version 2.2.0) was made possible by the community collaboration at OpenWaterAnalytics.

https://github.com/OpenWaterAnalytics/EPANET


Improvements in EPANET 2.2

• Ability to use pressure-dependent demands in hydraulic analyses
• Option to allow full tanks to overflow
• Options that ensure a more accurate hydraulic analysis
• More robust handling of low and zero flow hydraulic conditions
• Faster solution times for single period hydraulic analyses
• Improved mass balance results for water quality analyses
• An enhanced API function library for customizing EPANET (see 

http://wateranalytics.org/EPANET/)
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Presentation Notes
Now I am going to pause on the introduction to EPANET and talk a bit about our newest release of EPANET, which is EPANET version 2.2.0. There are many new improvements in version 2.2.0 and I highlight some of the major improvements here. Top of the list is the capability to use pressure-dependent demand in the hydraulic analyses. Feng will talk about why this is important next. Other important improvements included MORE ROBUST HANDLING OF LOW AND ZERO FLOW HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS & IMPROVED MASS BALANCE RESULTS FOR WATER QUALITY ANALYSES

http://wateranalytics.org/EPANET/


Downloading EPANET
• U.S. EPA’s website 

(https://www.epa.gov/water-research/epanet)
• Software (GUI)

• Self-extracting installation program for EPANET 2.2
• "epanet2.2_setup.exe” file

• Non-installing software for EPANET 2.2 
• “epanet.zip” file

• User’s manual
• PDF version
• Read-the-Docs 

(https://epanet22.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)
• Toolkit and extensions

• U.S. EPA’s Github.com site 
(https://github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2)

• Mirror of the website
• Easier to maintain & keep updated
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Presentation Notes
To obtain EPANET – the graphical user interface version – you have two places that you can go to: (1) U.S. EPA’s website “https://www.epa.gov/water-research/epanet” and (2) our U.S. EPA Github.com repository for the latest release which is EPANET 2.2.0. The link to this Github.com repository is “https://github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2”.There are two ways that you can run the graphical user interface version of EPANET: (1) first, by installing EPANET using the self-extracting installation program or (2) using the non-installing version of the EPANET software contained in the .ZIP file named “epanet.zip”.Similarly, there are two applications of the EPANET User’s Manual: (1) pdf version and (2) online READ-THE-DOCs version at “https://epanet22.readthedocs.io/en/latest/”.For the latest version, which is EPANET 2.2.0, I recommend going to our Github.com site at “https://github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2”. We are able to update and maintain this repository much better than our EPA website.

https://www.epa.gov/water-research/epanet
https://epanet22.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2


Installing & Running EPANET

• Self-extracting installation 
program for EPANET 2.2 
(epanet2.2_setup.exe)

• Requires administrative privileges 
for installation

• Installs EPANET program, Help, 
Tutorial, and Release Notes in the 
Microsoft Windows Start Menu

• Example networks may be hard to 
find:

• Placed in a sub-folder named "EPANET 
Projects\Examples" in your Documents 
folder

EPANET’s 
Integrated Help

EPANET’s Tutorial 20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The self-extracting and Windows installation program for EPANET is provided in the file named “epanet2.2_setup.exe”. Installing this application on your Windows computer will often require administrative privileges.The installation program installs: EPANET 2.2.0, integrated Help, Tutorial, and Release Notes – all within the Microsoft Windows Start Menu. EPANET 2.2.0 should work with Microsoft Windows versions 7 or later.Depending on your Windows file management, the example networks may be hard to find. They are placed in a sub-folder named “EPANET Projects\Examples” in your DOCUMENTS folder.



Running EPANET (non-installing)
• Non-installing software for EPANET 2.2 (epanet2.2.zip)

• Notice everything is included – same as installed version
• Can be saved anywhere on the computer
• Runs EPANET (Epanet2w.exe)
• DOS command line EPANET (runepanet.exe)
• This option does not require administrative rights!
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Presentation Notes
The EPANET release file named “epanet2.2.zip” contains everything you need for running EPANET, including the integrated HELP and TUTORIAL html programs. All you need to do is download the ZIP file, extract the contents and then double click the file named “Epanet2w.exe” to open and run the graphical user interface version of EPANET 2.2.0.The file name “runepanet.exe” is the Microsoft DOS (disk operating system) version of EPANET. This is the command line version of EPANET.This option does not require administrative privileges to run EPANET, the integrated Help, or the tutorial.



Knowledge Check 2

If you have questions about EPANET, where can you find answers?
A. EPANET’s Integrated Help feature 
B. Email the question to EPANET@EPA.GOV
C. The EPANET User Manual’s FAQ section
D. Ask the OWA community on GitHub
E. All the above
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Presentation Notes
If you have questions about EPANET, where can you find answers?EPANET’s Integrated Help feature Email the question to EPANET@EPA.GOVThe EPANET User Manual’s FAQ sectionAsk the OWA community on GitHubAll the aboveCorrect: these are all good ways to get help with EPANET



Brief Hydraulics Review 

• EPANET’s basic assumptions about flow
• Incompressible flow
• Laminar, transition, and turbulent flows
• Closed pipe (e.g., contaminant injections are modeled as mass/time)
• Full pipe

• For background, supporting information, and review of basic principles:
• Advanced Water Distribution Modeling and Management, Haestad Methods, T. 

Walski, D. V. Chase, D. A. Savic, W. M. Grayman, S. Beckwith, and E. Koelle
• Water Distribution Systems Handbook, McGraw-Hill Handbooks, L. W. Mays editor
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Here I am going to pause for a minute and provide a quick hydraulics review for those folks that are not very familiar with EPANET and hydraulic and water quality modeling. There are four basic assumptions about how EPANET calculates flow. These four assumptions consist of: (1) all flows are incompressible liquids, (2) flows can be turbulent, laminar, or transition, (3) all pipes are closed pipes with no added volume, and (4) all pipes are modeled as full. Partially full or intermittent flows cannot be modeled with EPANET.For a more detailed and better understanding of these basic assumptions, please refer to the two reference books provided here by Haestad Methods and L. W. Mays.Remember - Water enters from a reservoir or well and then customer water demands drive the movement of water through the distribution system. Water flows easily from a higher elevation to a lower elevation but must be PUMPED to go up hill!



EPANET Units

• U.S. Customary
• Gallons per minute (GPM)
• Million gallons per day (MGD)
• 1 MGD = 646 GPM

• SI Metric
• Liters per second (L/s)
• Cubic meters per second (m3/s)
• 1 m3/s = 1000 L/s

• EPANET supports both unit 
systems

EPANET’s Integrated Help – Open 
from Windows Start Menu
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Presentation Notes
EPANET supports both US and Metric unit systems. For quick reference – 1 Million Gallons per Day corresponds to 646 Gallons per Minute. A flow of 1 cubic meter per second corresponds to 1,000 Liters per second.The choice of units (US or Metric) are specified by the choice of FLOW UNITS in EPANET. 



EPANET Units & Components

• Pressure
• Pounds per square inch (psi) (U.S.)
• Pascal (Pa) = N/m² (Metric)
• 1 foot H₂O = 2.31 psi

• Normal range of allowable pressures in 
drinking water systems:

• 20 psi (minimum)
• 80-100 psi (maximum)
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• Nodes
• Junctions
• Tanks
• Reservoirs - Infinite external source or 

sink of water to the network
• Links

• Pipes
• Pumps

* Modeled with zero volume
• Valves

* Modeled with zero volume
* Links require start and end nodes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressures can be either US (pounds per square inch) or Metric (Pascal) depending on the choice of flow units. A good reference number to remember is that 1 foot of water corresponds to a pressure of 2.31 pounds per square inch. Also, generally speaking, the minimum pressure in a water distribution system is 20 psi while the maximum should probably range from 80-100 psi.In EPANET nomenclature, NODES include junctions, tanks and reservoirs. In EPANET, RESERVOIRS are NODES with an infinite external source or sink of water to the network.LINKS include pipes, pumps and control valves and LINKS must have both a start and end NODE.



How to get started?

• Tutorial
• Compiled HTML tutorial file 

and integrated help file

• User’s manual
• Opening an existing network

• Example networks
• Experiment with example 

networks provided

Example Net 1 Opened in EPANET 2.2
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Presentation Notes
There are three easy ways to get started with EPANET! One is the HTML based Tutorial and integrated Help file. You can access HELP from the START MENU (or in the extracted HTML file , from Menu BAR – HELP – HELP TOPICS. The Quick Start Tutorial provides a quick and easy way to get familiar with EPANET. The Tutorial will walk you through installing EPANET (or if you prefer use the non-installed version), setting up a PROJECT, constructing the EXAMPLE NETWORK, setting the OJBECT PROPERTIES, and SAVING AND RUNNING both a STEADY STATE and EXTENDED PERIOD ANALYSIS.The second approach is to just open the User’s Manual – read and experiment with EPANET. Don’t be afraid you won’t break it.The third approach is to load one of the EXAMPLE NETWORKS, and experiment with EPANET. Refer to the User’s Manual or integrated Help, if you get stuck!



EPANET’s Workspace

• EPANET’s GUI
• Menu Bar
• Toolbar
• Network Map
• Project Browser
• Property Editor

• User's manual chapter 4 
“EPANET’s Workspace”

• Questions?
• Integrated Help (in the Menu 

Bar or by pressing F1 key)

27

Toolbar
Menu Bar

Network Map

Project 
Browser

Property Editor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graphic at the right is the EPANET’s WORKSPACE. The graphical user interface consists of four key components:-Menu Bar-Toolbar-Network Map-Project Browser-Property EditorYou can refer to Chapter 4 of the User’s Manual for a detailed discussion of EPANET’s WORKSPACE. In the following slides I will provide a quick walk through of some of these screens.Don’t forget – If you get stuck or have any questions open the Integrated HELP – within the MENU BAR – HELP – HELP TOPICS (or press F1)



Menu Bar

(set preferences
e.g., decimal places)

File >> Preferences

(set map viewing options)

View >> Options Project >> Summary

(upload calibration data)

Project >> Calibration Data 

(set project defaults)

Project >> Defaults
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Presentation Notes
Here are several screen shots from EPANET to highlight some of the more important MENU BAR items. At the top of each screen shot is the MENU BAR item that they are under. Moving from left to right on the MENU BAR:-PREFERENCES allows the user to set some GENERAL and FORMAT preferences. Although not shown here, the FORMATS PREFERENCE SCREEN allows the User to set the number of decimal places for NODE and LINK parameters. You will find this important for viewing your simulation results in animation.-OPTIONS allows the user to set the map view options for the network modelPROJECT SUMMARY provides a summary description of the network model’s characteristics, e.g., number of pipes and nodes in your network model-CALIBRATION DATA – allows the upload of data (text) files containing calibration data for the network model. Each line of text file contains LOCATION ID, TIME of measurement, and VALUE-DEFAULTS – allows the user to edit the project’s default properties. Defaults makes it easier and faster to build models



Toolbar
• Standard Toolbar

• New, Open, Save, Print
• Copy, Delete, Find
• Run
• Query, Graph, Table, Options

• Map Toolbar
• Select 

• Object, Vertex, Region
• Pan
• Zoom In/Out 
• Full Extent
• Add

• Junction, Reservoir, Tank
• Pipe, Pump, Valve
• Label

New Open Save Delete Find Run Query Graph Table Options

Select
Object Pan

Add
Reservoir

Add
Pipe

Add
Tank

Add
Junction

Full
Extent

Add
Pump

Add
Valve

Add
Label

Zoom 
In/Out
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Here are the toolbars. By default, they are located side-by-side immediately below the Menu Bar, but they can be rearranged or hidden if needed. The Standard Toolbar has shortcut buttons for the most common selections from the Menu Bar drop-downs.The Map Toolbar has buttons for manipulating the Network Map view and buttons to add any of the base components to the network.



Network Map
• Displays schematic diagram of objects 

of water distribution network
• For example:

• Build a water network 
model in “map window”

• View simulations
• View graph results

1) Build a network 
model

2) View 
simulation 
results

3) View graph 
results
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Presentation Notes
In the Network Map, a user can build a water network model, run a simulation and view the simulation results. Results can be viewed either as a time sequenced animation or in graphic or tabular form.



Project Browser

• Data Browser
• Gives access to objects, by 

category
• Buttons at bottom to add, 

delete, and edit objects

• Map Browser
• Selects parameters and time 

period that are viewed in 
Network Map

• Starts and stops the 
animation

Data Browser

Double-clicking object (Junction 23) in 
Data Browser brings up Property Editor 

above

Map Browser
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Presentation Notes
The PROJECT BROWSER has two TABS. One TAB is the DATA BROWSER, and the other tab is the MAP BROWSER. The BROWSER DATA allows a user to access network model objects by category and open them into the PROPERTY EDITOR. At the bottom of the BROWSER DATA are buttons to ADD, DELETE, and EDIT objects.The BROWSER MAP allows a user to navigate an animation. That is, SELECT parameters from the drop-down boxes for nodes and links and the time of the simulation to be viewed in the network map and then start and stop an animation.



Property Editor

Note: the Property 
Editor will look different 
depending on what type 
of component is selected

• (Junction vs Tank vs 
Reservoir vs Pipe vs 
Pump vs Valve)
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Presentation Notes
The PROPERTY EDITOR is used to edit the properties of network model nodes, links, labels, and analysis options. The PROPERTY EDITOR opens when an object is selected (either on the Network Map) or in the DATA BROWSER) and double-clicked.



Component Properties 

• Double-Click Component >> Properties marked “*” are required
• Yellow highlighted properties are required
• Blue highlighted properties are not required, but are still commonly used

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each component of the network has its own properties, accessed through the Property Editor. Each type has different properties unique to that component type. Properties prefaced with an asterisk are required to preform any simulation. The properties highlighted in yellow here are required properties that you’ll usually set for each individual component. The properties highlighted in blue are not required to perform a simulation, but are commonly set to change/refine simulations.



Knowledge Check 3

Which part of the EPANET workspace would you use to view simulation 
results?
A. Menu Bar
B. Toolbar
C. Network Map
D. Project Browser
E. Property Editor
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Presentation Notes
Which part of the EPANET workspace would you use to view simulation results?Menu BarToolbarNetwork MapCorrect: The Network Map is used to view/build/modify models, and view simulation results and graphsProject BrowserProperty Editor



EPANET Model

• EPANET model can be very simple
• One reservoir to provide water
• One pipe to transfer water
• One junction to consume water
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Presentation Notes
*Feng Shang takes over...*EPANET models can be as simple as 2 nodes and a link and a few properties to fully describe the system. This simple model takes just one reservoir, one pipe and one junction. Just set the Junction’s Base Demand and Elevation, the Reservoir’s Total Head (Elevation is included in that), & the Pipe’s length. And then you can run it & you made yourself a simple hydraulic model.



EPANET Hydraulics

• EPANET models hydraulic conditions over one period or multiple periods
• No transient/water hammer analysis in EPANET
• Demands needs to be assigned 
• Pipes, pumps, and valves transfer water from sources to consumer nodes
• Steady state analysis

• Fixed demand
• Snapshot analysis

• Extended period simulation (EPS)
• Changing demand over time (through Patterns)
• Typically simulates a few days, e.g., seasonal peak days
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EPANET can perform single period simulations (SPS), which is essentially a snapshot of the system with fixed properties, or it can perform extended period simulations (EPS), which simulates the change over a set time in the system (typically at least several days).EPANET can simulate the normal conditions as the system approaches but can not simulate transient states caused by abrupt pressure variability, such as pipe bursts, and certain valve and pump operations. Base Demand is a junction property that is required to be set to perform simulations. Nodal demands can be further manipulated by assigning Patterns.The Links in EPANET (the Pipes, Pumps, and Valves) transfer water from nodal sources (Reservoirs, negative demand Junctions, and sometimes Tanks) to consumer nodes (positive demand Junctions and sometimes Tanks).



Hydraulic Factors in WDS

• Demands
• Dynamic Head
• Elevations
• Patterns & Controls
• Pipe Properties (diameter, length, roughness)
• Tanks, Pumps, & Valves



Extended Period Simulation

• Pattern Time Step usually set to 1 or 2 hours
• Can be set very small (e.g., 1 minute)

• Each node has its own Base Demand 
• Base Demand is usually the average demand

• Pattern multipliers are applied to Junctions’ Base Demand
• e.g., Base Demand = 1.0 GPM & Pattern Multiplier = 0.5 → Actual Demand = 0.5 GPM

• Patterns can be set to multiple nodes
• Default Pattern is assigned to all junctions without a specified pattern
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Presentation Notes
Demo Net1.net, only 1 pattern, pattern editor, node 13, node 23



Patterns

• Simulate changes over time
• Repeat for each time period (typically 1 day)
• Pattern ID is the name & how it is assigned in properties
• Multiplies the Base Demands of Junctions (or Heads for Reservoirs or 

Prices for Pumps) by specified amounts
• Typically, the multipliers average 1.0 so the base value (demand, head, or price) is 

the average

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patterns are used to simulate changes over time that repeat regularly, usually daily. Go to Data Browser >> Patterns to see, add, edit, or delete Patterns. In the Pattern Editor, the Pattern ID is the name of the Pattern and is what you set the pattern properties for components to use that pattern. The Multiplier row is what you set to determine the Pattern. The Multiplier multiplies itself by the Base Demand, Total Head, or Price for any components that have the Pattern set. Typically, the Multipliers average 1.0 so that the base value is the average, but it is not required. The Pattern Time Steps, how long each Multiplier is used, can be changed in the Time Options window.



Demand Patterns
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Presentation Notes
These are from the example model Net1 (downloaded with EPANET). The graph on the left shows two nodes with the same demand pattern (the pattern on the right). Pattern’s time step is 1hour and you can see how the Demand for both nodes follows the same shape as the pattern but have different values. This is because the pattern is a Multiplier of the junctions’ Base Demands.



EPS Results – Node Pressure
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Node 13

Node 23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still working with example network Net1.These 2 junctions continually have similar pressures with a relatively uniform offset. This offset is slightly due to losses in the 1-mile-long pipe and mostly due to the 5’ difference in elevation between the nodes.



EPS Results –Tank Operation

<- Node 2
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Presentation Notes
This is the time series graph for the tank’s head in example network Net1. The tank head is essentially the elevation of the tank (which is constant) plus the current water level in the tank (which can change). While the Head is increasing, we know the tank is filling up and can get an idea how much. While the head is decreasing, the tank is supplying water to the system and the slope, again, indicates how much.



EPS Results – Pump Operation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still covering example network Net1. The network has simple controls to open/close the pump depending on how full the tank is. We can see the pump is closed (no water flows through it) at about the same time as the tank starts supplying the system instead.



EPANET Pressures

• Negative pressure
• Why negative pressure warnings?
• What should we do?

• Pressure dependent analysis (PDA)
• User assigned demand is delivered if the pressure is high 

enough (Pressure > Required Pressure)
• Actual demand is lower than user assigned demand is 

delivered if the pressure is not high enough (Pressure < 
Required Pressure)

• Zero flow if the pressure is too low (Pressure < Minimum 
Pressure)
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Presentation Notes
*Talk/Show net4 before going to the next*Negative pressure most often occurs when the hydraulic head is less than the elevation of a junction or the system is consuming more water than it’s producing.Make sure all properties are the correct value. Then increase head in the system with reservoirs, tanks, and pumps.



Pressure Dependent Analysis

• Data Browser Window >> Options >> Hydraulics >> Demand Model
• Minimum Pressure: Demand = 0 if Pressure < Minimum Pressure
• Required Pressure: full Demand if Pressure ≥ Required Pressure

• Set to at least 0.1 psi or m above Minimum Pressure

• Pressure Exponent: used to calculate partial demand
• Its suggested value is 0.5

Demand Delivered
Calculated Pressure / Required Pressure
Requested Demand

Pressure Exponent
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Presentation Notes
EPANET, by default, preforms demand dependent analysis (DDA) which is computationally easier than PDA, but less realistic. The Demand Model can be changed to PDA in the Hydraulic Options window. Pressure-Dependent Analysis requires some extra properties to be set in the Hydraulics Options menu. Obviously change Demand Model to PDA instead of DDA.Minimum Pressure: The pressure below which no demand can be delivered under a pressure driven analysis.Required Pressure: The pressure required to supply a node's full demand under a pressure driven analysis. To avoid numerical issues, it must be at least 0.1 psi or meters above the Minimum Pressure.Pressure Exponent: The power to which pressure is raised when computing the demand delivered to a node under a pressure driven analysis. Its suggested value is 0.5.



Pressure-Dependent Analysis (PDA)
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Without PDA With PDA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressure-Dependent Analysis requires some extra values set in the Hydraulics Options menu, such as Demand Model to PDA instead of DDA, Required Pressure for the minimum pressure the node requires to receive its full demand, and Pressure Exponent to calculate the partial demand based on the pressure (but the default value of 0.5 is our recommendation). Junction 9 without PDA has its full demand met, but only by computing a negative pressure. This is impossible and EPANET will return a WARNING after the simulation. Junction 9 with PDA has a positive, so realistic, pressure and only a partial demand. PDA uses the power law to determine the partial demand when a pressure is less than the Required Pressure. It takes the proportional pressure (which is the calculated Pressure over the Required Pressure) to the Pressure Exponent value and multiples that by the junction’s requested demand (the Base Demand * the Pattern multiplier).



Other Hydraulic Functionalities
• Controls

• Simple
• Rule-Based

• Pumps
• Pump Curves
• Pump Efficiency analysis
• Pump Energy analysis

• Valves
• Pressure Relief Valve (PRV)
• Pressure Sustaining Valve (PSV)
• Pressure Breaker Valve (PBV)
• Flow Control Valve (FCV)
• Throttle Control Valve (TCV)
• General Purpose Valve (GPV)
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Presentation Notes
Controls are statements that determine how the network is operated over time. They specify the status of selected links as a function of time, tank water levels, and pressures at select points within the network. There are two categories of controls that can be used: Simple or Rule-Based. Simple controls depend on only a single condition in the network (e.g., a water level in a certain tank) while rule-based controls depend on a number of conditions occurring simultaneously. Rule-Based Controls allow link status and settings to be based on a combination of conditions that might exist in the network over an extended period simulation.A Pump Curve represents the relationship between the head and flow rate that a pump can deliver at its nominal speed setting. The Efficiency Curve is the curve that represents the pump's wire-to-water efficiency (in percent) as a function of flow rate. This information is used only to compute energy usage. Leave blank if not applicable or if the global pump efficiency supplied with the project's Energy Options will be used. Energy Price and Price Pattern are used with the Efficiency Curve to calculate the cost of the pump’s operations.There are a variety of different types of Valves, each with their own purpose and are named self-explanatorily.



Knowledge Check 4

Which of these can EPANET NOT do? 
A. Steady State Analysis
B. Transient State Simulation
C. Extended Period Simulation
D. Trick Question; EPANET can do all of these
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Presentation Notes
Which of these can EPANET NOT do? Steady State AnalysisTransient State SimulationCorrect: EPANET is not designed to simulate transient states. TSNet is a separate program that works with EPANET files that performs transient simulations in water networks using Method of Characteristics (MOC).Extended Period SimulationTrick Question; EPANET can do all of these



Controls (1)
• Statements that determine how the network is operated over time. 
• Controls can be either Simple Controls or Rule-Based Controls
• Simple Controls change the status of links based on:

• Water level in a tank
• Format: LINK linkID status IF NODE tankID ABOVE/BELOW value

• Pressure at a junction
• Format: LINK linkID status IF NODE junctionID ABOVE/BELOW

value
• Time into the simulation

• Format: LINK linkID status AT TIME time
• Time of day

• Format: LINK linkID status AT CLOCKTIME clocktime AM/PM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Controls can be set up in EPANET change the part of the system operations when the rule is triggered. Simple Controls have more limitations, such as not understanding AND/OR logic so each rule can only have one trigger and response. Simple Controls are good for basic controls. EPANET follows the rules as they are listed, so each time step, it checks the first control, executes that action if triggered, then checks the second control and so on.Simple Controls can only adjust links (set the link to Open, Closed, CV (for Control Valve) or None depending on the type of link) and can only be triggered by a tank’s level,  a junction’s pressure, or a time in the simulation.  



Controls (2)
• Controls can be either Simple Controls or Rule-Based Controls:
• Rule-Based Controls change the status of links and settings based on:

• Combinations of conditions that might exist in the network over an extended period 
simulation

• Uses combinations of “IF” & “IF, THEN” statements, and “AND” and “OR” clauses/operators
• Statements are in the form of:

• RULE ruleID
• IF condition_1
• AND condition_2
• OR condition_3
• Etc…
• THEN action_1
• AND action_2
• Etc…
• ELSE action_3
• AND action_4
• Etc…
• PRIORITY priority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rule-Based Controls can be more complex and therefore are more versatile. Using AND/OR operators, Rule-Based Controls can have multiple or compound triggers and multiple actions, which could combine several similar Simple Controls into 1 rule. Rule-Based Controls also have priorities set to them, so the order they are written are less important. Rule-Based Controls are written as shown. Start with the RuleID, that’s its name & can be customized to make it easier to recall what the rule is for. Then use IF and any combination of AND/OR Operators to set the trigger conditions but be careful of the order of operations with AND/OR. Then use THEN and any number of ANDs to set the actions if the rule is triggered. You can also add an ELSE clause (with any number of ANDs) to specify what should happen if the rule isn’t triggered. Finally, you can set the priority level between 1 and 5, with the higher number being the higher priority.



EPANET Water Quality

• Quality Options Parameters
• Age

• Ex: water age
• Trace

• Ex: source tracing
• Chemical

• Ex: chlorine decay
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Presentation Notes
Example network Net2 Water age animation (just changed Quality Options Parameter to Age instead of Parameter and the Pump Station’s Initial Quality from 1 to 0 like a treatment plant).



Water Age – Definition 

• Water age: a non-explicit 
measurement of water quality 
and consists of a quantity of time 
that a parcel of water exists 
before being consumed.  Water 
age is measured from the time 
water leaves the treatment plant 
or well until it is used/consumed 
by the water user.  
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Presentation Notes
Water age is a non-explicit measurement of water quality and consists of a quantity of time that a parcel of water exists before being consumed and is measured from the time it leaves the treatment plant.  Water age is a surrogate for water quality, meaning that while water age doesn’t directly reveal a water’s actual quality, many explicit water quality parameters are driven by the water age. For Example: This graph illustrates the point that the levels of the disinfectants added at the treatment plant, such as free Chlorine, decrease over time as they get used and decay. This also means that microbial and DBP levels will increase as the disinfectant levels are reduced over time. Each different water quality parameter (water age and disinfectant levels in this case) is dependent on many variables unique to each model and measurement. Water age is a quick and simple indicator of the overall water quality.



Water Age – Simple Explanation

• Water age represents the time water has been in the WDS after leaving the 
source and until it is used at junctions 

• Water age is frequently used as a surrogate for water quality
• new water → good  
• old water   → bad

• Age is influenced by residence times in tanks and travel times through 
pipes

• Age is typically highest in dead ends, downstream of a series of tanks and 
at nodes at the far end of the distribution network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*read slide*



Tank Mixing Methods

• Tanks have 4 choices to simulate theoretical tank mixing
• Theoretical tanks models are unlikely to represent any tank perfectly

• But may be close!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPANET can simulate the mixing in Tanks as one of four theoretical models. A tank’s Mixing Model can have a major impact on water quality. “Mixed” is the default mixing model (and the most applicable for most tanks) and ascribes all water leaving the tank as being perfectly mixed. Therefore, the water quality option is averaged across all parcels in the tank and reassigned the new value. Depending on the structure of the tank, it may be better represented by modeling different mixing methods. For example, a bottom fill tall, narrow standpipe (without stirrers) is more representative of a LIFO, Last-In First-Out, mixing model. LIFO is modeled by keeping all the individual water parcels sequentially aligned and tracked by the order they arrived in the tank and discharging each parcel in reverse order with most recently added (last in) to be the first to leave (first out) the tank. A baffled tank with simultaneous inflow and outflow is closer to a FIFO, First-In First-Out, mixing model, which is opposite to LIFO with the discharge in the order received. The Two-Compartment tank mixing model evaluates the water quality option like the Mixed method except that the averaging is done separately in the two compartments and the inflow and outflow of water parcels will always go to/from the first compartment as long as it has the empty room to store the inflow and the water to support the outflow. The first compartment is immediately refilled from the second compartment if it is capable. Two-Compartment tank mixing represents short circuiting between inflow and outflow and dead zones. 



Water Age – Plot 
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Note: Node 26 is a Tank

Water is old 
in the tank

Tank’s 
Water

Source’s 
Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is from example network Net2. Because tanks (like Node 26) don’t consume, just store, water, their water age is relatively stable. Node 25 is immediately connected to the tank and therefore is mostly supplied by the tank when the tank is suppling the system rather than storing water. You can see where the junction and tank’s water age overlap is when the tank is supplying water.



Water Age – Distance

• Graph >> Contour Plot >> Age
* Example networks don’t have enough 

nodes to make a Contour Plot

• Water takes time to flow 
• Especially at dead-ends and low-

demand nodes

• Typically, nodes farther from 
treatment plants have higher water 
age

Oldest

Newest

Oldest

Oldest

Old

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The age of water delivered to the customers of a community water system can vary considerably from day to day or seasonally. For instance, water age varies with the distance a customer is from the water source or treatment plant and due to the operational practices being implemented by the water system. Because we are interested in capturing the locations (i.e., the nodes) in each of the networks with the longest water ages and those most representative of a typical day for the consumer. When analyzing a snapshot like this, rather than looking at the time series, it’s usually best to average the water age over the last 24hrs (or potentially even longer depending on the duration of the patterns) to minimize the effects from the set patterns, which usually means there’s lower demands at times to represent residents sleeping and working and more demand before and after work.This is a contour plot showing how the water age in a network increases the farther it is from treatment plants. The white stars are where the reservoir in the system are located. The legend is set to Equal Quantiles so that there is an equal number of nodes in each color. As the legend shows, the color changes from blue to red as water age increases across the system. It’s plain to see that, in general, the farther water travels through the pipes from the source, the older the water age gets. We can see that it’s blue and cyan right around the reservoir and that the extremities are mainly yellow and red.



Water Age –Tank Influence
600h EPS Max Tracer Test 600h EPS Average Water Age
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Presentation Notes
Tanks are often a primary source of increased water age in WDNs, but they are often required as a water reserve and some systems need the additional pressure they provide to parts of the system. Having more tanks in a system will most likely noticeably increase the system’s average water age. Systems with multiple tanks can complicate a water age analysis but also allow for a comparison between tanks and their impact to water age across the water system. Setting or adjusting rules and controls that make the tank cycle more of its contents each day will reduce the tank’s water age. Often an individual tank will only affect a portion of the system and, therefore, nodes in the network model. The influence or reach of a tank in a water distribution system can be determined with a tracer test or by using the “Trace Node” option within “Water Quality” options in EPANET. When analyzing the effect that the tank, or a change to the tank, has on the WDN, it is often easier to compare only results within the tank’s area of influence. The left visual is the results from a tracer test for the only tank in system. Over 37% of the nodes, colored blue on the map, are completely supplied by the reservoirs instead of the tank. The contour map on the right shows the average water age across the system. In this model, the controls for the tank make it so that it barely cycles and, consequently, the water age increases excessively. This is a good example where poor tank management led to long water ages for customers downstream of the tank. Look at the nodes served mostly by the tank, colored red and yellow in the tracer test, and see how most of those downstream nodes have a higher water age shown in the contour map. 



EPANET Application – Water Quality

• Trace Analysis: where the water comes from?
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Two Sources 
System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Net3The circled node on the right is Node 157, which we’ll reference on the next slide



Trace Analysis
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Presentation Notes
Net3Note the side-by-side graphs may be misleading, the Trace Lake on shows up to 10% not 100%.Combining these 2 sources doesn’t account for 100% Trace because the 3 tanks in the system started with some amount of water already in them before the simulation and they contribute various amounts at certain times (especially after 15 hours)



Knowledge Check 5

Which of the following best explains what a EPANET’s tracer test is, using a 
Trace Node?
A. A periodic measurement to track changes in fluoride levels in the 

physical WDS
B. A hydraulic simulation that calculates where the water from one point in 

the model ends up
C. A water quality simulation of an unreactive chemical in each of the water 

sources
D. A superimposed layer on the Network Map that lets you copy part of the 

model by following the pipes with your cursor 
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Which of the following best explains what a EPANET’s tracer test is, using a Trace Node?A periodic measurement to track changes in flouride levels in the physical WDSA hydraulic simulation that calculates where the water from one point in the model ends upCorrect: EPANET simulates a tracer study from the Trace Node to find the percent of water in another node that comes from/through the Trace Node.A water quality simulation of an unreactive chemical in each of the water sourcesA superimposed layer on the Network Map that lets you copy part of the model by following the pipes with your cursor 



Chlorine Modeling

• Chlorine is the most common water quality constituent modeled
• Modeling predicts the chlorine residual throughout the distribution system
• Chlorine & chlorine residual varies significantly during the day & over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the right options and properties set, EPANET can simulate almost any chemical in a water system, but chlorine is the most common constituent. EPANET simulates the water quality throughout the system, so after a chlorine modeling simulation, the chlorine residual is calculated everywhere in the system and recorded for each time step. The chlorine & chlorine residual levels typically vary significantly during the day & over time as operations and demands change.



Chlorine – First Order Decay

• Chlorine residual usually follows 1st order decay
• Chlorine decays proportionally to its concentration

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑

• Exponential decay: 
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = 𝑑𝑑0𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡

• 𝑑𝑑0 = Initial Concentration
• t = Time
• k = Decay Coefficient 

• usually expressed per day (e.g., -0.5/day)

• Half-life: Time to decay to 50% of initial concentration
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Presentation Notes
Chlorine disinfectant is a reactive chemical, so it’ll decay over time. Chlorine residual follows a 1st order decay exponential, meaning it decays proportionally to its concentration in the water. The equation to find the remaining concentration after some time is: Ct = C0*e^(-k*t), where Ct is the concentration at time t, C0 is the initial concentration, t is the time, and k is the decay coefficient. The decay coefficent varies some from system to system, so some testing to may be required to get accurate results. The half-life is how long it takes for the chlorine concentration to decay to half of the initial concentration. If you know the decay coefficient, you can easily find the half-life because that e^-kt will equal 0.5.



Chlorine – Bulk Decay

• Bulk decay is the decay in flowing water
• Usually represented as first order decay: 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = 𝑑𝑑0𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡

• Decay rate
• depends on water quality characteristics
• is independent of pipe material

• Negative k (e.g., 𝑑𝑑0𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡) indicates decay
• Decay Coefficients (k) range between -0.05 & -15 per day

• Equivalent to half life of 14 to 0.05 days (1.2 hours)

• Typically, between -0.2 & -1.0 per day
• Equivalent to half life of 3.5 to 0.7 days (16.8 hours)



Chlorine – Wall Decay

• Wall decay is the interaction of water with pipe walls
• Due to corrosion, biofilm, etc. at the wall
• Determined by pipe material (Copper, PVC, Concrete, Steel, etc.)

• Rate of loss of chlorine at wall depends upon
• wall decay coefficient
• rate at which mass is transferred to the wall

• The Wall Decay Coefficient is determined through field studies or chosen 
from literature values

• Negligible in tanks & reservoirs
• Very small ratio of wall to volume



Chemical Analysis

• Chlorine decay
• Relatively complicated analysis compared to water age and trace analysis
• Water chemistry

• Reaction/decay in bulk
• Reaction/decay on pipe wall
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Presentation Notes
Chemical analysis, which includes everything from chlorine decay to DPB formation and then some, involves relatively complex calculations to simulate the reactions, especially when compared to trace analysis which just tracks water partials and water age which tracks and times water parcels. There are separate values for calculating the reaction in the pipe’s bulk flow and the at the pipe’s wall. This image shows chlorine decay in the pipe. The chlorine disolved in the water to form Hypochlorous acid (HOCl). In the Bulk of the Pipe that disolved chlorine reacts with nonorganic matter (NOM) to form disinfectant byproducts (DBP). The chlorine also reacts with the pipe material along the wall in a different way than its reaction in the Bulk.EPANET can currently only track the reactions of 1 chemical per simulation currently. There is an add-on that is continually being developed called MSX (Multi Species eXtension) that can track multiple chemicals/reactions.



Chemical Analysis Results (1)
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• Report >> Reactions
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Presentation Notes
Net1



Chemical Analysis Results (2)
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• Report >> Reactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Net1



Knowledge Check 6

Where in the WDS is chlorine usually used up the most?
A. Treatment plants
B. Tanks
C. Bulk
D. Wall
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Presentation Notes
Where in the WDS is chlorine usually used up the most?Treatment plantsTanksCorrect: Using common reaction coefficients, tanks can use up more chlorine in a day than the other choices combined. (Note: virtually no chlorine should be used up in the water at a treatment plant)BulkWall



Lunch Break

Download & launch EPANET
Enjoy your lunch

Join us for the walkthrough sessions at <Time> EST
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Presentation Notes
We’ll now break for lunch and reconvene at <Time> EST, about <30 min / 1 hour> & will walk through some exercise with EPANET with everyone.Remember, if you're joining us for these exercises, please have EPANET 2.2 installed and ready to go before then. We’ll be available during this break to assist you in chat if you have any issues with EPANET.



Download and Run EPANET

EPANET 2.2 can be downloaded from: 
github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2/releases/download/2.2.0/epanet2.
2_setup.exe
• Download and open non-installing version of EPANET

• Non-installing software for EPANET 2.2 (epanet2.2.zip)
• Notice everything is included – same as installed version
• Runs EPANET (Epanet2w.exe)
• DOS command line EPANET (runepanet.exe)
• This option does not require administrative rights!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone should have downloaded and installed EPANET 2.2 before now, but just in case…EPANET Version 2.2 is designed to run under the Windows 7/8/10 operating system of an Intel-compatible personal computer. It is distributed as a single installer package file, epanet2.2_setup.exe. To install EPANET:1. Select Run from the Windows Start menu.2. Enter the full path and name of the epanet2.2_setup.exe file or click the Browse button to locate it on your computer.3. Click the OK button type to begin the setup process.The setup program will ask you to choose a folder (directory) where the EPANET files will be placed. The default folder is c:\Program Files (x86)\EPANET 2.2After the files are installed, your Start Menu will have a new item named EPANET 2.2. To launch EPANET simply select this item on the Start Menu, then select EPANET 2.2 from the submenu that appears. (The name of the executable file that runs EPANET under Windows is epanet2w.exe.)

https://github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2/releases/download/2.2.0/epanet2.2_setup.exe


Model Building 
Application

Ben Burkhart



Tutorial Example Network

• The Tutorial Example Network we’re building will eventually look like:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this exercise, we’ll analyze the simple distribution network shown below. It consists of a source reservoir (e.g., a treatment plant clearwell) from which water is pumped into a two-loop pipe network. There is also a pipe leading to a storage tank that floats on the system. The ID labels for the various components are shown in the figure. The nodes in the network have the characteristics shown in left table. Pipe properties are listed in the right table. The only other information needed, not in the tables, is the pump (Link 9) can deliver 150 ft of head at a flow of 600 GPM, and the tank (Node 8) has a 60-ft diameter, a 3.5-ft water level, and a maximum level of 20 feet.



Project Setup - Defaults

• Launch EPANET, or if it is already running 
select File >> New

• Select the Hydraulics tab
• Set the choice of Flow Units to GPM
• Set the headloss formula to H-W

• Select Project >> Defaults >> ID Labels
• Clear all the ID Prefix fields
• Set the ID Increment to 1

* EPANET can save these Default values and 
settings between projects

* It’s good practice to set Defaults early on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first task is to create a new project in EPANET and make sure that certain default options are selected. To begin, launch EPANET, or if it is already running select File >> New (from the menu bar) to create a new project. Then select Project >> Defaults to open the dialog form shown in Fig. 2.2. We will use this dialog to have EPANET automatically label new objects with consecutive numbers starting from 1 as they are added to the network. On the ID Labels page of the dialog, clear all  the ID Prefix fields and set the ID Increment to 1. Then select the Hydraulics page of the dialog and set the choice of Flow Units to GPM (gallons per minute). This implies that US Customary units will be used for all other quantities as well (length in feet, pipe diameter in inches, pressure in psi, etc.). Also select Hazen - Williams (H-W) as the headloss formula. If you wanted to save these choices for all future new projects, you could check the Save box at the bottom of the form before accepting it by clicking the OK button.Next, we will select some map display options so that as we add objects to the map, we will see their ID labels and symbols displayed. Select View >> Options to bring up the Map Options dialog form. Select the Notation page on this form and check the settings shown in the figure (Display Node ID’s & Display Link ID’s). Then switch to the Symbols page and check all the boxes. Click the OK button to accept these choices and close the dialog.Finally, before drawing our network we should ensure that our map scale settings are acceptable. Select View >> Dimensions to bring up the Map Dimensions dialog. Note the default dimensions assigned for a new project. These settings will suffice for this example, so click the OK button.



Project Setup – Map Options

• View >> Options to bring up the Map Options 
• Notation >> check Display Node IDs & Display Link IDs
• Symbols >> check all boxes 
• Click “OK” to accept and close

• View >> Dimensions to bring up the Map Dimensions 
• Note the default dimensions assigned for a new project. 
• These settings will suffice for this example, so click “OK”
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Presentation Notes
Our first task is to create a new project in EPANET and make sure that certain default options are selected. To begin, launch EPANET, or if it is already running select File >> New (from the menu bar) to create a new project. Then select Project >> Defaults to open the dialog form shown in Fig. 2.2. We will use this dialog to have EPANET automatically label new objects with consecutive numbers starting from 1 as they are added to the network. On the ID Labels page of the dialog, clear all  the ID Prefix fields and set the ID Increment to 1. Then select the Hydraulics page of the dialog and set the choice of Flow Units to GPM (gallons per minute). This implies that US Customary units will be used for all other quantities as well (length in feet, pipe diameter in inches, pressure in psi, etc.). Also select Hazen - Williams (H-W) as the headloss formula. If you wanted to save these choices for all future new projects, you could check the Save box at the bottom of the form before accepting it by clicking the OK button.Next, we will select some map display options so that as we add objects to the map, we will see their ID labels and symbols displayed. Select View >> Options to bring up the Map Options dialog form. Select the Notation page on this form and check the settings shown in the figure (Display Node ID’s & Display Link ID’s). Then switch to the Symbols page and check all the boxes. Click the OK button to accept these choices and close the dialog.Finally, before drawing our network we should ensure that our map scale settings are acceptable. Select View >> Dimensions to bring up the Map Dimensions dialog. Note the default dimensions assigned for a new project. These settings will suffice for this example, so click the OK button.



Placing the Nodes

• Click the Reservoir button <> then click the mouse on the map at the 
location of the reservoir.

• Click the Junction button <> and then click on the map at the locations of 
nodes 2 through 7.

• Add the tank by clicking the Tank button <> and clicking the map where the 
tank is located.

*If this toolbar is not visible, then select View >> Toolbars >> Map
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now ready to begin drawing our network by making use of our mouse and the buttons contained on the Map Toolbar shown at the top. (If the toolbar is not visible then select View >> Toolbars >> Map).  NEED TO ADD RESERVOIRNext, we will add the junction nodes. Click the Junction button (it looks like a circle) and then click on the map at the locations of nodes 2 through 7.Then, add the tank by clicking the Tank button (it looks like a water tower) and clicking the map where the tank is located. At this point the Network Map should look something like the figure here.Next, we will add the pipes. Let’s begin with pipe 1 connecting node 2 to node 3. First click the Pipe button on the Toolbar. Then click the mouse on node 2 on the map and then on node 3. Note how an outline of the pipe is drawn as you move the mouse from node 2 to 3. Repeat this procedure for pipes 2 through 7.Pipe 8 is curved. To draw it, click the mouse first on Node 5. Then as you move the mouse towards Node 6, click at those points where a change of direction is needed to maintain the desired shape. Complete the process by clicking on Node 6.Finally, we will add the pump. Click the Pump button , click on node 1 and then on node 2. Next, we will label the reservoir, pump and tank. Select the Text button on the Map Toolbar and click somewhere close to the reservoir (Node 1). An edit box will appear. Type in the word SOURCE and then hit the Enter key.Click next to the pump and enter its label, then do the same for the tank. Then click the Selection button on the Toolbar to put the map into Object Selection mode rather than Text Insertion mode.



Connecting the Links

• Next, we will add the pipes using the Pipe button <> on the Toolbar
• Pipe 8 is curved; to draw it: 

• click on Node 5. 
• Click at points before Node 6 to change direction & maintain the desired shape 
• Complete the process by clicking on Node 6

• Click the Pump button <>, click on node 1 and then on node 2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now ready to begin drawing our network by making use of our mouse and the buttons contained on the Map Toolbar shown at the top. (If the toolbar is not visible then select View >> Toolbars >> Map).  NEED TO ADD RESERVOIRNext, we will add the junction nodes. Click the Junction button (it looks like a circle) and then click on the map at the locations of nodes 2 through 7.Then, add the tank by clicking the Tank button (it looks like a water tower) and clicking the map where the tank is located. At this point the Network Map should look something like the figure here.Next, we will add the pipes. Let’s begin with pipe 1 connecting node 2 to node 3. First click the Pipe button on the Toolbar. Then click the mouse on node 2 on the map and then on node 3. Note how an outline of the pipe is drawn as you move the mouse from node 2 to 3. Repeat this procedure for pipes 2 through 7.Pipe 8 is curved. To draw it, click the mouse first on Node 5. Then as you move the mouse towards Node 6, click at those points where a change of direction is needed to maintain the desired shape. Complete the process by clicking on Node 6.Finally, we will add the pump. Click the Pump button , click on node 1 and then on node 2. Next, we will label the reservoir, pump and tank. Select the Text button on the Map Toolbar and click somewhere close to the reservoir (Node 1). An edit box will appear. Type in the word SOURCE and then hit the Enter key.Click next to the pump and enter its label, then do the same for the tank. Then click the Selection button on the Toolbar to put the map into Object Selection mode rather than Text Insertion mode.



Add the Labels

• Select the Text button <> on the Map Toolbar
• Click in the Network Map & an edit box will appear

• Click near the reservoir (Node 1) & type the word “SOURCE”, then hit the Enter key.
• Click next to the pump and enter its label
• Do the same for the tank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now ready to begin drawing our network by making use of our mouse and the buttons contained on the Map Toolbar shown at the top. (If the toolbar is not visible then select View >> Toolbars >> Map).  NEED TO ADD RESERVOIRNext, we will add the junction nodes. Click the Junction button (it looks like a circle) and then click on the map at the locations of nodes 2 through 7.Then, add the tank by clicking the Tank button (it looks like a water tower) and clicking the map where the tank is located. At this point the Network Map should look something like the figure here.Next, we will add the pipes. Let’s begin with pipe 1 connecting node 2 to node 3. First click the Pipe button on the Toolbar. Then click the mouse on node 2 on the map and then on node 3. Note how an outline of the pipe is drawn as you move the mouse from node 2 to 3. Repeat this procedure for pipes 2 through 7.Pipe 8 is curved. To draw it, click the mouse first on Node 5. Then as you move the mouse towards Node 6, click at those points where a change of direction is needed to maintain the desired shape. Complete the process by clicking on Node 6.Finally, we will add the pump. Click the Pump button , click on node 1 and then on node 2. Next, we will label the reservoir, pump and tank. Select the Text button on the Map Toolbar and click somewhere close to the reservoir (Node 1). An edit box will appear. Type in the word SOURCE and then hit the Enter key.Click next to the pump and enter its label, then do the same for the tank. Then click the Selection button on the Toolbar to put the map into Object Selection mode rather than Text Insertion mode.



Setting Object Properties

Use the Property Editor to change the value of an 
object’s properties
Open the Property Editor by either:
• Double-click the object on the map
• Right-click on the object and select Properties
• Select the object from the Data page of the 

Browser window and then click the Edit button <>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As objects are added to a project, they are assigned a default set of properties. To change the value of a specific property for an object one must select the object into the Property Editor (Fig. 2.5). There are several different ways to do this. If the Editor is already visible, then you can simply click on the object or select it from the Data page of the Browser. If the Editor is not visible, then you can make it appear by one of the following actions:Double-click the object on the mapRight-click on the object and select Properties from the pop-up menu that appearsSelect the object from the Data page of the Browser window and then click the Browser’s Edit buttonWhenever the Property Editor has the focus, you can press the F1 key to obtain fuller descriptions of the properties listedLet us begin editing by selecting Node 2 into the Property Editor as shown above. We would now enter the elevation and demand for this node in the appropriate fields. You can use the Up and Down arrows on the keyboard or the mouse to move between fields. We need only click on another object (node or link) to have its properties appear next in the Property Editor. (We could also press the Page Down or Page Up key to move to the next or previous object of the same type in the database.) Thus, we can simply move from object to object and fill in elevation and demand for nodes, and length, diameter, and roughness (C-factor) for links.For the reservoir you would enter its elevation (700) in the Total Head field. For the tank, enter 830 for its elevation, 4 for its initial level, 20 for its maximum level, and 60 for its diameter. For the pump, we need to assign it a pump curve (head versus flow relationship). Enter the ID label 1 in the Pump Curve field.Next, we will create Pump Curve 1. From the Data page of the Browser window, select Curves from the dropdown list box and then click the Add button . A new Curve 1 will be added to the database and the Curve Editor dialog form will appear (see Fig. 2.6). Enter the pump’s design flow (600) and head (150) into this form. EPANET automatically creates a complete pump curve from this single point. The curve’s equation is shown along with its shape. Click OK to close the Editor.



Set Properties
• Use the tables to set the properties of the nodes and pipes

• Make a Curve with one point; Head = 150 ft & Flow = 600 GPM
• For the pump (Link 9), set Pump Curve to “1”

• Set the tank (Node 8) properties as: 
• Diameter to 60 feet, Initial Water Level to 3.5 feet, & Maximum Level to 20 feet

Node Elevation (ft) Demand (GPM)

1 700 (Total Head) N/A

2 700 0

3 710 150

4 700 150

5 650 200

6 700 150

7 700 0

8 830 N/A

Pipe Length (ft) Diameter (inches) C-Factor

1 3000 14 100

2 5000 12 100

3 5000 8 100

4 5000 8 100

5 5000 8 100

6 7000 10 100

7 5000 6 100

8 7000 6 100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this exercise, we’ll analyze the simple distribution network shown below. It consists of a source reservoir (e.g., a treatment plant clearwell) from which water is pumped into a two-loop pipe network. There is also a pipe leading to a storage tank that floats on the system. The ID labels for the various components are shown in the figure. The nodes in the network have the characteristics shown in left table. Pipe properties are listed in the right table. The only other information needed, not in the tables, is the pump (Link 9) can deliver 150 ft of head at a flow of 600 GPM, and the tank (Node 8) has a 60-ft diameter, a 3.5-ft water level, and a maximum level of 20 feet.



Saving and Opening Projects

• Having completed the initial design of our network it is a good idea to save 
our work to a file at this point.

1. File >> Save As
2. Select a folder to save this project & name the file Tutorial.net

• An extension of .net will be added to the file name if one is not supplied
• .net files are in a special binary format

3. Click “OK” to save the project
• File >> Export >> Network & save it as .inp if you wanted to save the 

network data to file as readable text



Modeling Knowledge Check 

T/F: Junctions must be placed at the exact coordinates / distances from each 
other to simulate the pipe lengths
• True
• False
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
T/F: Junctions must be placed at the exact coordinates / distances from each other to simulate the pipe lengthsTrueFalseCorrect: the pipe length is set in the property window of the pipe



Running a Single Period Analysis

To run the analysis, select Project >> Run Analysis or click the Run button <>  
• Map Browser >> Node >> Pressure and node pressures are color-coded

• To view the legend for the color-coding, select View >> Legends >> Node (or right-
click on the map >> Node Legend)

• Right-click the legend to open the Legend Editor
• Change the legend intervals and colors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now have enough information to run a single period (or snapshot) demand dependent hydraulic analysis on our example network.To run the analysis, select Project >> Run Analysis or click the Run button on the Standard Toolbar. (If the toolbar is not visible select View >> Toolbars >> Standard from the menu bar).If the run was unsuccessful then a Status Report window will appear indicating what the problem was. If it ran successfully, you can view the computed results in a variety of ways. Try some of the following:Select Node Pressure from the Browser’s Map page and observe how pressure values at the nodes become color-coded. To view the legend for the color-coding, select View >> Legends >> Node (or right- click on an empty portion of the map and select Node Legend from the popup menu). To change the legend intervals and colors, right-click on the legend to make the Legend Editor appear.Bring up the Property Editor (double-click on any node or link) and note how the computed results are displayed at the end of the property list.Create a tabular listing of results by selecting Report >> Table (or by clicking the Table button on the Standard Toolbar). Fig. 2.7 displays such a table for the link results of this run. Note that flows with negative signs means that the flow is in the opposite direction to the direction in which the pipe was drawn initially.



Results

• Open Property Editor (double-click any node/link)
• Note the computed results are displayed at the end of the property list

• Create a tabular list of results 
• Report >> Table (or click the Table button <> )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now have enough information to run a single period (or snapshot) hydraulic analysis on our example network.To run the analysis, select Project >> Run Analysis or click the Run button on the Standard Toolbar. (If the toolbar is not visible select View >> Toolbars >> Standard from the menu bar).If the run was unsuccessful then a Status Report window will appear indicating what the problem was. If it ran successfully, you can view the computed results in a variety of ways. Try some of the following:Select Node Pressure from the Browser’s Map page and observe how pressure values at the nodes become color-coded. To view the legend for the color-coding, select View >> Legends >> Node (or right- click on an empty portion of the map and select Node Legend from the popup menu). To change the legend intervals and colors, right-click on the legend to make the Legend Editor appear.Bring up the Property Editor (double-click on any node or link) and note how the computed results are displayed at the end of the property list.Create a tabular listing of results by selecting Report >> Table (or by clicking the Table button on the Standard Toolbar). Fig. 2.7 displays such a table for the link results of this run. Note that flows with negative signs means that the flow is in the opposite direction to the direction in which the pipe was drawn initially.



Hydraulic Modeling 
Application

Feng Shang



Running a Hydraulic Model

• Start with a model with the appropriate components & layout
• Set all relevant/required component properties 

• Base Demand, Elevation, Head, Mixing Method, etc.

• Set the Total Duration of the simulation (set to 0 for SPS)
• Make and assign any Patterns (EPS only)
• Optional: Set and sort the Controls
• Optional: Set initial conditions (tank Initial Levels)
• Run the model and look at results



Hydraulics Modeling 
Demonstration



Hydraulics –Time Options

• Browser Window >> Data Tab >> Options >> Time
• Total Duration = 72
• Pattern Time Step = 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After opening an EPS model, in the browser window, select the Data tab. Under Options, click on Times. In the Times Options popup window, enter a value for Total Duration.



Hydraulics – Patterns
• Browser Window >> Patterns >> New
• Create the Pattern below & assign it to each Junctions using the Property Editor



Hydraulic Options - PDA

• Data Browser Window >> Options >> Hydraulics >> Demand Model
• Minimum Pressure: Demand = 0 if Pressure < Minimum Pressure
• Required Pressure: full Demand if Pressure ≥ Required Pressure

• Set to at least 0.1 psi or m above Minimum Pressure

• Pressure Exponent: used to calculate partial demand
• Its suggested value is 0.5
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPANET, by default, preforms demand dependent analysis (DDA) which is computationally easier than PDA, but less realistic. The Demand Model can be changed to PDA in the Hydraulic Options window. Pressure-Dependent Analysis requires some extra properties to be set in the Hydraulics Options menu. Obviously change Demand Model to PDA instead of DDA.Minimum Pressure: The pressure below which no demand can be delivered under a pressure driven analysis.Required Pressure: The pressure required to supply a node's full demand under a pressure driven analysis. To avoid numerical issues, it must be at least 0.1 psi or meters above the Minimum Pressure.Pressure Exponent: The power to which pressure is raised when computing the demand delivered to a node under a pressure driven analysis. Its suggested value is 0.5.



Hydraulics –Time Series (Head)

• Report >> Graph (or just Graph button)
• Graph Type: Time Series
• Parameter: Head
• Nodes to Graph: 8 (the Tank)

• Move the Graph Selection Window until you 
can see the Tank in the Network Map

• Click the Tank so it is blinking
• Click Add
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Hydraulics -Table

• Report >> Table (or just Table button)
• Select the type of table to create: Time 

series for node
• Type “5” in the box for Node/Junction 5
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Hydraulics Knowledge Check

EPANET can use a _______-driven or ______-driven approach to solve 
hydraulic simulations. (Fill in the blank.) 
A. Demand & Head
B. Pressure & Demand
C. Power & Pressure
D. Head & Power
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPANET can use a _______-driven or ______-driven approach to solve hydraulic simulations. (Fill in the blank.) Demand & HeadPressure & DemandCorrect: EPANET can solve hydraulic simulations using a demand-driven approach (DDA) to compute pressures and flows or a pressure-driven approach (PDA) if there are pressure-deficient conditionsPower & PressureHead & Power



Hydraulics Modeling 
Exercise



Hydraulic Exercise (1)
• The first exercise will be to simulate the hydraulics for the system under 

average day conditions. Use the input file: Tutorial.net 
• The model is currently set up for a single period analysis (Total Duration = 0 

hours) and the initial conditions are set to 0 for all nodes
• Change the Total Duration to “168” hours (1 week)
• Change the Pattern Time Step to “6”

• Make a new Pattern with multipliers of “0.8”, “1.1”, “1.0”, and “1.1”
• Assign the Pattern to every Junction

• Run the model and plot the Head in the tank
• What do you see? Has it reached a dynamic equilibrium? 

• Save the input file as Tutorial Hyd1.net



Hydraulic Exercise (2)

• Use the Tutorial Hyd1.net as your starting input file 
• Change the Total Duration to “504” (3 weeks) hours. Then re-run the 

model and graph the tank’s Head again. How long did it take for the tank(s) 
to reach cyclic equilibrium?

• From the plots for the tank, what is the approximate minimum water level 
at the cyclic equilibrium? Use this value as initial conditions (Value –
Elevation = Initial Level) for the tank and rerun the model

• Observe how much more quickly, the models reach equilibrium.

• Save the input file under a different name such as Tutorial Hyd2.net

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial Conditions: 836’ (Min equilibrium value) – 830’ (elevation) = ~6’ (Initial Level)



Hydraulic Exercise (3)

• Use the Tutorial Hyd1.net as your starting input file
• Change the Elevation of Junction 5 from 650 to 820 feet
• Run the model, you’ll get Negative Pressure Warnings (that’s ok)
• Go to Table >> Time series for node >> 5 >> OK. See how it has full 

demand, but negative pressures sometimes (e.g., 6:00-23:00)?
• Change the Demand Model to “PDA” and the Required Pressure to “20” 

and rerun the model. Make that table again. See how junction 5 has 
Demands less than its Base Demands, but higher & positive Pressures?

• Save the input file under a different name such as Tutorial HydPDA.net



Water Age Modeling 
Application

Ben Burkhart



Uses of Water Age Models

• Design
• Checking impacts of a new tank
• Checking impacts from skeletonization

• Operation
• Determine general water quality
• Insights despite disinfectant types



Running a Water Age Model

• Start with a (calibrated) hydraulic model
• Set the Total Duration & Quality Time Step of the simulation
• Set the Quality Parameter to “Age” for water age
• Choose the best mixing model (Mixed, FIFO, LIFO, or 2Comp) for each tank
• Optional: Set initial conditions (tank Initial Levels & nodal Initial Quality)
• Run the model and analyze the results



Water Age Modeling 
Demonstration



Water Age – Quality Parameter

• Browser Window >> Data Tab >> Options >> Quality >> Parameter to “Age”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the browser window, select the Data tab and under options, click on Quality. In the Quality Options popup window, select the Parameter to be modeled from the drop-down list: Chemical, Trace or Age.



Water Age – Map Animation

• Map Browser
• Nodes: Age
• Click Play
• (Adjust the bottom bar to change animation speed)
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Water Age –Time Options

• Browser Window >> Data Tab >> Options >> Time
• Total Duration = 240
• Report Time Start = 168

• Setting the Report Start Time removes results from earlier 
times (usually prior to reaching/approaching steady state) 
and ‘cleans up’ the results, making them easier to analyze 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After opening an EPS model, in the browser window, select the Data tab. Under Options, click on Times. In the Times Options popup window, enter a value for Total Duration.



Water Age –Tank Mixing Models

• Open the tank properties table (double click the 
Tank)

• Set the most appropriate Mixing Model from the 
drop-down list (Mixed, FIFO, LIFO, or 2Comp)

• Only the 2-compartment method requires a value for 
the “Mixing Fraction”



Water Age Knowledge Check

Which of these does NOT affect water age?
A. Distance from the treatment plant 
B. Levels of disinfectants 
C. Use of tanks 
D. Use of loops or branches for pipe layouts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which of these does NOT affect water age?Distance from the treatment plant Levels of disinfectants Correct: water age is a surrogate of water quality so while water age may suggest a change in disinfectant levels, a change in disinfectant levels does not change the water ageUse of tanks Use of loops or branches for pipe layouts



Water Age Modeling 
Exercise



Water Age Exercise (1)
• From EPANET’s example folder, use the input file: Net1.net
• Open the Quality Options and set the Parameter to “Age”
• Open the Times Options and set the Total Duration to “240” (10 days) & the 

Report Start Time to “168” (7 days)
• Run the model
• In the Map Browser, set Nodes to “Age”
• Right-click the Node Legend that appeared in the Network Map area 

• Use the Legend Editor to set the increments by days (“24”, “48”, “72”, & “96”), click OK
• Run the animation (Feel free to increase the Animation Speed)
• What times of day does it seem the Junctions have the highest water age (red)? 

Why?
• Save the input file as Net1 Age1.net



Water Age Exercise (2)

• Use the Net1 Age1.net as your starting input file
• Using the Property Editor, change the tank’s Mixing Model to “FIFO”
• Re-run the model & play the animation

• Did this improve (lower) or worsen (raise) the water age in the system? Why?

• Using the Property Editor, change the tank’s Mixing Model to “LIFO” 
• Re-run the model & play the animation

• Did this improve (lower) or worsen (raise) the water age in the system? Why?

• Save the input file under a different name such as Net1 Age2.net



Chlorine Modeling 
Application

Feng Shang



Uses of Chlorine Models

• Design
• Checking impacts of a new tank
• Find where booster stations are needed

• Operation
• Adjusting disinfectant feeds (Source Concentrations)
• Selecting disinfectant type (Free Chlorine vs Chloramine)

• Hindcasting
• Recreating complaints
• Litigation cases



Chlorine Factors in WDS

• Source water quality
• Operation of system
• Transport in distribution system
• Transformations
• Storage



Setting Initial Conditions

• Junctions & Tanks can optionally have Initial Quality set 
• Initial Quality is the Chemical concentration (or water Age / Trace fraction) at t=0

• Reduces time to reach dynamic equilibrium
• Allows for shorter Total Durations & shorter simulation run times

• Important for tanks because it may take days (or months) to reach a steady 
state



Running a Chlorine Model

• Start with a (calibrated) hydraulic model
• Set the Total Duration & Quality Time Step of the simulation
• Set the Quality Parameter to “Chemical” for chlorine
• Define Reaction parameters for chlorine
• Choose the best mixing model (Mixed, FIFO, LIFO, or 2Comp) for each tank
• Set source concentrations (Initial Quality or Source Quality at Reservoirs)
• Optional: Set initial conditions (tank Initial Levels & nodal Initial Quality)
• Run the model and look at results



Chlorine Modeling 
Demonstration



Chlorine – Quality Parameter

• Browser Window >> Data Tab >> Options >> Quality >> Parameter to 
“Chemical”

• You can also type a custom entry in Parameter (e.g., “Chlorine”) & it will be the 
same as Chemical but more identifiable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the browser window, select the Data tab and under options, click on Quality. In the Quality Options popup window, select the Parameter to be modeled from the drop-down list: Chemical, Trace or Age.



Chlorine – Mass Units

• Browser Window >> Data Tab >> Options >> Quality >> Mass Units to mg/L 
or µg/L

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Quality Options popup window, select the value for Mass Units from the pull-down list: mg/L or µg/L.



Chlorine – Reaction Order & Coefficients

• Browser Window >> Data Tab >> Options >> Reaction
• Set Global Bulk and Wall coefficients (usually the default values) to 0 for 

conservative chemicals
• Values must be entered for several properties for non-conservative chemicals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reaction order and coefficients are defined by clicking on Reactions under options on the Data tab. For conservative chemicals just enter 0 for both Global Bulk and Wall coefficients (usually the default values). For non-conservative chemicals, values must be entered for several properties.



Chlorine – Bulk Reactions

• Bulk Reaction Order & Global Bulk Coeff. must be set to define bulk 
reactions

• Set 0, 1, or 2 for the Bulk Reaction Order (“1” for Chlorine)
• Enter a value for Global Bulk Coeff. depending on the chemical and system 

• Use a negative value for decay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still in the Reactions Window, two properties must be chosen on the Reaction Options popup window to define bulk reactions. For the Bulk Reaction Order a value of 0, 1 or 2 is entered for the Bulk Reaction Order. Then enter a value for Global Bulk Coeff. Remember to use a negative value for decay.



Chlorine – Wall Reactions

• Wall Reaction Order, Global Wall Coeff. & Wall Coeff. Correlation must be 
set to define bulk reactions

• Set 0, 1, or 2 for the Bulk Reaction Order (“1” for Chlorine)
• Enter a value for Global Wall Coeff. depending on the chemical, pipes, and system 

• Use a negative value for decay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For wall reactions, several properties can be chosen on the Reaction Options popup window. A value of zero or first is chosen from the drop-down list for the Wall Reaction Order and a value is entered for the Global Wall Coeff. Alternatively, the Wall Coeff. Correlation value may be entered.



Chlorine – Source Concentrations

• The Initial Quality and Source Quality represents the 
Chemical concentration at each Reservoir (treatment 
plant)

• Set only the Initial Quality if the Reservoir has a constant 
concentration

• Set the Source Quality if the Reservoir changes over time
• The Source Editor connects Source Quality & a Time Pattern 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source concentrations are usually defined at reservoirs representing water entering the distribution system such as from treatment plants, wells or transfers.If the source quality is constant over time, then the easiest way to enter the value is as the initial (constant) concentration at the reservoir.If the concentration changes over time, then click on the source quality box and that will bring up a dialog box where you can enter source quality and a time pattern showing how that quality changes over time.



Chlorine Knowledge Check

Typically, within what range is the Global Bulk Coefficient for modeling 
chlorine decay?
A. Between -5.00 & -15
B. Between -0.2 & -1.0
C. Between 3.5 & 0.7 days
D. Between 0.2 & 1.0
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Chlorine Modeling 
Exercise



Chlorine Exercise (1)
• Initially we are only going to simulate bulk reactions (no wall demand)
• Use the input file Tutorial Hyd1.net
• In the Options menu, open Quality Options and choose “Chemical”
• In the Options menu, open Reactions Options and for the Bulk Reaction Order 

choose “-1” 
• If you choose a value of 1, chlorine concentrations will grow instead of decay as it should

• Still in the Reactions Options window, set the Global Bulk Coeff. to “-0.5”
• Set the Reservoir’s Initial Quality to “1” to define the chlorine concentration in 

the source
• Run the model & plot the time series for 3 nodes and look at the concentrations
• Save this input file under a different name such as Tutorial BulkOnly.net



Chlorine Exercise (2)

• Now we are going to look at how the chlorine wall demand affects chlorine 
concentrations. Use the same input file: Tutorial BulkOnly.net

• In the Options menu, select the Reactions item and for the Wall Reaction 
Order choose “First” and for the Global Wall Coeff. choose “-1”

• Re-run the model
• Plot the same nodes as the previous run and compare the results
• Save this input file under a different name such as Tutorial Bulk-Wall.net



Need Help?
• U.S. EPA website (General Information)

• (https://www.epa.gov/water-research/epanet) 
• Questions - Email us at epanet@epa.gov

• USEPA Github.com repository (General Information & User Interface)
• https://github.com/USEPA/EPANET2.2

• EPANET community at OpenWaterAnalytics (Hydraulic & Water Quality Engines)
• https://github.com/OpenWaterAnalytics/EPANET/wiki
• Community forum http://community.wateranalytics.org/

• If you want to contribute to EPANET https://github.com/OpenWaterAnalytics/EPANET/issues
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Contacts

• Robert Janke - Janke.Robert@epa.gov
• Feng Shang - Shang.Feng@epa.gov
• Terra Haxton - Haxton.Terra@epa.gov
• Jonathan Burkhardt - Burkhardt.Jonathan@epa.gov
• Ben Burkhart – Burkhart.Benjamen@epa.gov
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Concluding Knowledge Check

Y/N: Do you feel like you learned something about EPANET from this 
presentations?
• Yes
• No
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Reasons to Build WDS Models

• Want to understand the WDS & have a record of the structure
• Water movement is complex & non-intuitive
• Typically much cheaper & faster than testing the physical system
• Can be linked to sensors in the physical system to validate and verify the 

model
• Used to assess alternative designs and operational plans on water delivery



EPANET Application
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• Can examine both hydraulic and water quality issues for water 
distribution system analysis

• Improving hydraulic reliability may hurt water quality (large tanks 
with low turnover rate)

• It is not hard to build a simplified (skeletonized) system model

• Significant effort is needed to develop (& calibrate) a good model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Net2



Reasons to Model Water Age

• Want to better understand water quality across the distribution network. 
• Water movement is complex & non-intuitive
• Water age varies spatially and temporally
• Sampling provides a limited picture of water quality throughout the system
• Used to assess the effects of alternative designs and operational plans on 

water quality



Reasons to Model Chlorine

• Want to know water quality at the tap (required by Safe Drinking Water 
Act)

• Simulations don’t fulfill the Safe Drinking Water Act, but they can be used to 
estimate and find ways to improve

• Water movement is complex & non-intuitive
• Water quality varies spatially and temporally
• Sampling provides a limited picture of water quality throughout the system
• Used to assess the effects of alternative design and operational plans on 

water quality delivered to customer
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